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Abstract—The work described in this paper explores the use of
time and synchronized clocks in centrally-managed and Software
Defined Networks (SDNs). One of the main goals of this work is
to analyze use cases in which explicit use of time is beneficial.
Both theoretical and practical aspects of timed coordination and
synchronized clocks in centralized environments are analyzed.
Some of the products of this work are already incorporated in
the OpenFlow specification, and open source prototypes of the
main components are publicly available.
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Fig. 1: The TimedSDN project at a glance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Network time synchronization has evolved significantly over
the last decade. Indeed, the Precision Time Protocol (PTP),
defined in the IEEE 1588 standard, can synchronize clocks
to a very high degree of accuracy, typically on the order
of 1 microseconds. Since its publication in 2008, PTP has
matured and has become a common and affordable feature
in commodity switches. We argue that since most of the
SDN products already have built-in hardware capabilities for
accurate clock synchronization, it is only natural to harness
this powerful technology to coordinate events in SDNs.
This paper presents an overview of the TimedSDN project.
The key concept behind this project is simple: accurate time
can be used to coordinate network configuration and policy
updates in centrally managed environments, and specifically
in SDNs. In a nutshell, the SDN controller can invoke
time-triggered updates in network switches, allowing near-
simultaneous network-wide updates, or allowing the controller
to invoke multi-step updates, in which each step is invoked at
a different update time.
B. Contributions
The main contributions of this work are in four main
aspects, as depicted in the four rows of Fig. 1.
• Scenarios that benefit from using time. Time is shown
to be a powerful and effective tool in coordinated cen-
trally managed networks such as SDNs. The use of
synchronized clocks enables near-simultaneous updates,
or multi-phase updates, in which multiple nodes are
updated at different times. Notably, using time improves
the network performance during network updates by
reducing the packet loss and resource overhead. This key
result is presented using theoretic analysis, as well as by
experimental evaluation.
• Scheduling protocols. The current work defines exten-
sions to standard network protocols, enabling practical
implementations of our concepts. We define a new feature
in OpenFlow called Scheduled Bundles, which has been
incorporated into the OpenFlow 1.5 protocol. We defined
a similar capability for the Network Configuration (NET-
CONF) protocol, which has been published as an RFC.
• Accurate scheduling. A key challenge in time-triggered
applications is accurate scheduling, i.e., guaranteeing that
events are executed at the exact time for which they
were scheduled. In this work we present and analyze two
accurate scheduling methods. The first uses Ternary Con-
tent Addressable Memory (TCAM) ranges in hardware
switches. This method was successfully demonstrated in
practice on a real-life device, a Marvell DX switch. The
second method is a prediction-based scheduling approach
that uses timing information collected at runtime to
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accurately schedule future operations. Both methods are
shown to be practical and efficient.
• Clock Synchronization. The current work also intro-
duces REVERSEPTP, a clock synchronization scheme
that is adapted to centralized environments such as SDNs.
These four aspects are discussed in greater detail in Sec-
tions II-V.
Open source prototypes of the OpenFlow time extension, the
NETCONF time capability, and REVERSEPTP are publicly
available [1].
C. Related Work
This paper summarizes “Using Time in Software Defined
Networks”, a PhD dissertation [2] that was submitted to
the Technion in 2016. This work produced several publica-
tions [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16]. A preliminary version of this overview ap-
peared [17] in the IEEE SDN Newsletter, November 2016.
A network configuration update is per-packet consistent [18]
if it guarantees that every packet sent through the network is
processed according to a single configuration version, either
the previous or the current one. Various approaches to ensuring
consistent network updates appear in the literature, e.g., [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. However, the current work is the
first to consider the use of accurate time and synchronized
clocks in network updates in general, and specifically in
updates that are required to be consistent.
The use of time in distributed applications has been widely
analyzed, both in theory and in practice. Analysis of the usage
of time and synchronized clocks, e.g., Lamport [24], [25] dates
back to the late 1970s and early 1980s. In recent years, as
accurate time has become an accessible and affordable tool, it
is used in various different applications, e.g., [26], [27], [28],
[29]. While the usage of accurate time in distributed systems
has been widely discussed in the literature, we are not aware
of similar analyses of the usage of accurate time as a means
for performing accurately scheduled configuration updates in
computer networks.
Prior to the current work, neither the OpenFlow proto-
col [30] nor common management and configuration protocols,
such as SNMP [31] and NETCONF [32], used accurate time
for scheduling or coordinating configuration updates. The
current work defines extensions to the OpenFlow protocol
and to the NETCONF protocol which enable the use of time-
triggered updates in real-life networks.
II. SCENARIOS THAT BENEFIT FROM USING TIME
We briefly present a few key use cases that greatly benefit
from using time.
Flow swaps. TIME4 [7], [3] is a network update approach
that performs multiple changes at different switches at the
same time. The work of [7], [3] considers a class of network
update scenarios called flow swaps, and shows that TIME4 is
the optimal approach for implementing them; TIME4 allows
fewer packet drops and higher scalability than state-of-the-art
approaches. A flow swapping example is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Flow swapping: flows need to convert from the
‘before’ configuration to the ‘after’ configuration. Updating
S1 and S2 at the same time is the optimal approach.
In this work we presented the lossless flow allocation (LFA)
problem, and used a game-theoretic analysis to formally show
that flow swaps are provably inevitable in the dynamic nature
of SDN.
Timed consistent updates. A consistent network up-
date [18] is an update that guarantees that every packet
is forwarded either according to the previous configuration
before the update, or according to the new configuration after
the update, but not according to a mixture of the two. The
approach we presented in [6], [5] introduces time-triggered
multi-phase network updates, which can guarantee consistency
while requiring a shorter duration than existing consistent
update methods. This approach is formally shown to reduce the
expensive overhead of maintaining duplicate configurations.
S2 S1
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Fig. 3: A timed consistent update example: when updating
from the ‘before’ to the ‘after’ configuration, each local
update is performed at a different time, T1, T2, and T3.
Data plane timestamping. In [11] we argued that in the
unique environment of SDN, attaching a timestamp to the
header of all packets is a powerful feature that can be leveraged
by various diverse SDN applications. We analyzed three key
use cases that demonstrate the advantages of using DPT: (i)
network telemetry, (ii) consistent network updates, and (iii)
load balancing. We also showed that SDN applications can
benefit even from using as little as one bit for the timestamp
field.
Coordinated management. As discussed in [9], time can
be a valuable tool in coordinating network management, not
only in SDNs, but in any centrally managed network. For
example, synchronized time can be used to coordinate a
configuration update that should be performed at multiple
nodes at the same time, or to take a coordinated snapshot
of the state of multiple nodes in the network.
III. SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS
One of the main goals of this project is to define extensions
to standard network protocols, enabling practical implementa-
tions of the concepts we present. We defined a new feature in
OpenFlow called Scheduled Bundles [7], [3], which enables
time-triggered operations. We also defined a similar capability
in NETCONF [9]. These two features enable time-triggered
operations in OpenFlow and in NETCONF, respectively.
The two protocol extensions we defined can assist in
translating the TimedSDN concepts from theory to practice,
and open the door for future experimentation and potential
deployment. Open source prototypes for these extensions [1]
are publicly available.
A. OpenFlow Scheduled Bundles
Our extension makes use of the OpenFlow [30] Bundle
feature; a Bundle is a sequence of OpenFlow messages from
the controller that is applied as a single operation. Our time
extension defines Scheduled Bundles, allowing all commands
of a Bundle to come into effect at a pre-determined time. This
is a generic means to extend all OpenFlow commands with
the scheduling feature.
Using Bundle messages for implementing TIME4 has two
significant advantages: (i) It is a generic method to add the
time extension to all OpenFlow commands without changing
the format of all OpenFlow messages; only the format of
Bundle messages is modified relative to the Bundle message
format in [30], optionally incorporating an execution time.
(ii) The Scheduled Bundle allows a relatively straightforward
way to cancel scheduled commands, as described below.
Fig. 4 illustrates the Scheduled Bundle message procedure.
In step 1, the controller sends a Bundle Open message to
the switch, followed by one or more Add messages (step 2).
Every Add message encapsulates an OpenFlow message, e.g.,
a FLOW MOD message. A Bundle Close is sent in step 3,
followed by the Bundle Commit (step 4), which optionally
includes the scheduled time of execution, Ts. The switch then
executes the desired command(s) at time Ts.
As a result of our work, the capability to perform time-
triggered updates has been incorporated into the OpenFlow 1.5
protocol [33], and into the OpenFlow 1.3.x extension pack-
age [34]. Our time-enabled OpenFlow switch prototype [1]
was adopted by the ONF as the official prototype of Scheduled
Bundles.1
B. The NETCONF Time Capability
The NETCONF time capability is a generic extension of
the NETCONF protocol that allows Remote Procedure Calls
(RPCs) to include information about time. The NETCONF
time capability has been published as an experimental IETF
RFC [15].
The time capability provides two main functions:
1The ONF process for adding new features to OpenFlow requires every
new feature to be prototyped.
• Scheduling. When a client sends an rpc message to a
server, the message may include the scheduled-time
parameter, indicating when the RPC is expected to be
executed. The server then starts to execute the RPC
as close as possible to the scheduled time, and once
completed the server can respond with an rpc-reply
message.
• Reporting. When a client sends an rpc message to a
server, the message may include a get-time element,
requesting the server to return the execution time of
the RPC. In this case, after the server performs the
RPC it responds with an rpc-reply that includes the
execution-time parameter, specifying the time at which
the RPC was completed.
IV. ACCURATE SCHEDULING METHODS
One of the main challenges in the use of accurate time is
to implement accurate execution of events, i.e., guaranteeing
that scheduled network updates are executed as close as
possible to the time for which they were scheduled. Even if
all the switches have perfectly synchronized clocks, executing
events at their scheduled time may be challenging due to the
nondeterministic nature of the switches’ operating systems,
and due to other running tasks. Two accurate scheduling
methods were defined and analyzed in this project, TIMEFLIP
and OneClock.
A. Accurate Scheduling using TIMEFLIP
In [8], [4] we introduced TIMEFLIPs as a way to accurately
implement updates of hardware switches in a time-based
manner, by encoding them in a Ternary Content Addressable
Memory (TCAM).
A TCAM is a memory that is commonly used in hardware
switches. Every bit in the TCAM has three possible values,
‘0’, ‘1’, and ‘don’t care’. The ‘don’t care’ value can be used
for representing a range of values.
In this work we present a method that uses TIMEFLIPs
to perform accurate time-based network updates. We define a
TIMEFLIP to be a scheduled update that is implemented using
TCAM ranges to represent the scheduled time of operation.
We analyze TCAM lookups (Fig. 5) that take place in network
devices, such as switches and routers. We assume that the
device maintains a local clock, and that every packet that is
received by the device is labeled with a timestamp recording
its local arrival time. Typically, TCAM search keys consist
of fields from the packet header, as well as some additional
metadata. In our setting, the metadata includes a timestamp T .
Hence, a TCAM entry can specify a range relative to the
timestamp T , as a way of implementing time-based decisions.
The timestamp T is not integrated into the packet, as it is only
used internally in the device, and thus does not compromise
the traffic bandwidth of the network device.
TIMEFLIPs enable two important scenarios:
(i) Network-wide coordinated updates. If network devices
use synchronized clocks, then TIMEFLIP can be used for
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Fig. 4: A Scheduled Bundle: the Bundle Commit message may include Ts, the scheduled time of execution. The controller
can use a Bundle Discard message to cancel the Scheduled Bundle before time Ts.
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Fig. 5: TCAM lookup: conventional vs. TIMEFLIP.
TIMEFLIP uses a timestamp field, representing the time range
T ≥ T0.
updating different devices at the same time,2 or for defining a
set of scheduled updates coordinated in a specific order.
(i) Atomic Bundle. The Atomic Bundle feature in Open-
Flow [30] allows a set of configuration changes to be applied
as a bundle, i.e., every packet should be processed either
before any of the modifications have been applied, or after
all have been applied. While implementing Atomic Bundles is
typically non-trivial, TIMEFLIPs allow a clean and natural way
to implement Atomic Bundles; the set of configuration changes
can be enabled at all times T ≥ T0 for some chosen time T0,
and the timestamp T defines when the bundle commands
atomically come into effect.
TIMEFLIPs require every TCAM entry to include a times-
tamp field. Moreover, representing a range of timestamp values
may often require multiple TCAM entries to be used for each
time range. One of the main contributions of this work is
that we show that in practical conditions, a small number of
timestamp bits are required to accurately perform a TIMEFLIP
using a small number of TCAM entries.
At the heart of our analysis lie two properties that are unique
to time-based TCAM ranges. First, by carefully choosing the
scheduled update time, the range values can be selected to
minimize the required TCAM resources. We refer to this
flexibility as the scheduling tolerance. Second, if there is a
known bound on the installation time of the TCAM entries,
2Subject to the accuracy of the clock synchronization mechanism.
then by using periodic time ranges, the expansion of the time
range can be significantly reduced.
Our analysis provides a tight upper bound on the number
of TCAM entries required for representing a TIMEFLIP. We
show that by correctly choosing the update time, the number
of TCAM entries used for representing the timestamp range
can be significantly reduced. We present an optimal schedul-
ing algorithm; no other scheduling algorithm can produce a
timestamp range that requires fewer TCAM entries.
TIMEFLIP is a practical method of implementing accu-
rate time-based network updates using time-based TCAM
ranges. TIMEFLIP was tested in practice on a real-life device,
a Marvell DX switch, showing that a TIMEFLIP can be
performed with a sub-microsecond accuracy, requiring very
limited TCAM memory resources.
B. Accurate Scheduling using OneClock
OneClock [9] is a prediction-based scheduling approach
that uses timing information collected at runtime to accurately
schedule future operations. OneClock allows a client to accu-
rately schedule network operations without prior knowledge
about the servers’ performance. The approach is based on
measuring the Elapsed Time of Execution (ETE) of each RPC,
and using previous ETE measurements to predict the next
ETE.
es s
Fig. 6: Elapsed Time of Execution (ETE): ETE = Te−Ts.
The ETE is defined to be Te− Ts (see Fig. 7), where Ts
is the scheduled start time of the RPC, and Te is the actual
completion time of the RPC. The actual start time of the
RPC is denoted by T ′s . Hence, as depicted in Fig. 6, the ETE
is affected by two non-deterministic factors: (i) the server’s
ability to accurately start the operation, and (ii) the running
time of the RPC.
For each scheduled operation (see the numbered steps in
Fig. 7):3
1) The client predicts the ETE of the next RPC based
on previous measurements of the scheduled time and
execution time.
2) For a given desired execution time, Td , the client sched-
ules the operation to be performed at Td−ET E.
3) The server reports the actual time of execution, Te, back
to the client, allowing the client to use this feedback for
scheduling future operations.
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Fig. 7: Prediction-based scheduling: by predicting the ETE, a
client can control when the RPC will be completed.
Notably, OneClock allows a central entity to accurately
schedule network operations in a heterogeneous environment,
where the performance of the managed nodes is not necessarily
known in advance.
Three prediction algorithms were analyzed in this work:
(i) an average-based algorithm, (ii) a fault-tolerant average
(FT-Average), and (iii) a Kalman-Filter-based algorithm. In our
experimental evaluation we found the simple FT-Average to be
the most accurate algorithm in most of the experiments. The
evaluation confirms that prediction-based scheduling provides
a high degree of accuracy in diverse and heterogeneous
environments, decreasing the prediction error by an order of
magnitude compared to the naı¨ve approach that does not use
prediction.
V. CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
Clock synchronization is an essential piece in the puzzle.
The concepts presented in the previous sections assume an
underlying synchronization mechanism between the nodes in
the network. Various synchronization mechanisms can be used,
e.g., GPS-based synchronization, the Network Time Protocol
(NTP) [35], or the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [36]. Indeed,
over the last few years PTP has become a mature and common
technology for accurate synchronization.
The challenge of using a standard synchronization protocol
such as PTP in an SDN environment lies in the fundamental
difference between these two technologies. A key property
of SDN is its centralized control plane, whereas PTP is a
decentralized control protocol; a master clock is elected by the
Best Master Clock Algorithm (BMCA) [36], and each of the
slaves runs a complex clock servo algorithm that continuously
3We follow the notation of [32], where Remote Procedure Calls are
denoted by uppercase RPC, and the messages that carry RPCs are denoted
by lowercase rpc.
computes the accurate time based on the protocol messages
received from the master clock. Thus, if SDN switches func-
tion as PTP slaves, then in contrast to the SDN philosophy
they are required to run complex algorithmic functionality, and
to exchange control messages with other switches. Indeed, a
hybrid [33] approach can be taken, where the SDN operates
alongside traditional control-plane protocols such as PTP. Our
approach is to adapt PTP to the SDN philosophy by shifting
the core of its functionality to the controller.
REVERSEPTP [14], [13], [12] is a clock synchronization
scheme that is adapted to the centralized SDN environment;
in REVERSEPTP all nodes (switches) in the network distribute
timing information to a single software-based central node
(the SDN controller), that tracks the state of all the clocks
in the network. For every switch i, the controller keeps track
of offseti, the offset between switch i’s clock and its local
clock. Thus, if the controller needs to instruct switch i to
perform an operation at time T c according to the controller’s
clock, it instructs the switch to perform the operation at time
T c+offseti.
controller
(slave)
switches
master
master
master
master
offset1
offset2
offset3
offset4
Fig. 8: REVERSEPTP in SDN — switches distribute their
time to the controller. Switches’ clocks are not synchronized.
For every switch i, the controller knows offseti, the offset
between switch i’s clock and its local clock.
In REVERSEPTP all computations and bookkeeping are
performed by the central node, whereas the ‘dumb’ switches
are only required to periodically send their current time to the
controller. In accordance with the SDN paradigm, the ‘brain’ is
implemented in software, making REVERSEPTP flexible and
programmable from an SDN programmer’s perspective. Inter-
estingly, REVERSEPTP can be defined as a PTP profile, i.e.,
a subset of the features of PTP. Consequently, REVERSEPTP
can be implemented by existing PTP-enabled switches. An
open source prototype of REVERSEPTP is publicly avail-
able [1].
VI. CONCLUSION
This work investigated various aspects of using synchro-
nized time in centrally-managed and software-defined environ-
ments. We believe there is great potential for future work, as
clock synchronization technologies are continuously evolving,
and as many centralized network applications may benefit from
using time and synchronized clocks.
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